Classi cation is a key function of many business intelligence" toolkits and a fundamental building block in data mining. Immense data may be n e eded t o t r ain a classi er for good accuracy. The state-of-art classi ers 21, 25 need an in-memory data structure of size ON, where N is the size of the training data, to achieve e ciency. For large data sets, such a data structure will not t in the internal memory. The best previously known classi er does a quadratic number of I Os for large N.
I Os for large N.
In this paper, we propose a novel classi cation algorithm classi er called MIND MINing in Databases. MIND can be phrased in such a way that its implementation is very easy using the extended r elational calculus SQL, and this in turn allows the classi er to be built into a relational database system directly. MIND is truly scalable with respect to I O efciency, which is important since scalability is a key requirement for any data mining algorithm.
We built a prototype of MIND in the relational database manager DB2 and benchmarked its performance. We describe the working prototype and report the measured p erformance with respect to the previous method of choice. MIND scales not only with the size of the datasets but also with the number of processors on an IBM SP2 computer system. Even on uniprocessors, MIND scales well beyond the dataset sizes previously published for classi ers. We also give some insights that may have an impact on the evolution of the extended r elational calculus SQL.
Introduction
Information technology has developed rapidly over the last three decades. To make decisions faster, many companies have combined data from various sources in relational databases 14 . The data contain patterns previously undeciphered that are valuable for business purposes. Data mining is the process of extracting valid, previously unknown, and ultimately comprehensible information from large databases and using it to make crucial business decisions. The extracted information can be used to form a prediction or classi cation model, or to identify relations between database records.
Since extracting data to les before running data mining functions would require extra I O costs, users as well as previous investigators 18, 1 7 h a ve pointed to the need for the relational database managers to have these functions built in.
The classi cation problem can be described informally as follows: We are given a training set or DETAIL table consisting of many training examples. Each training example is a row with multiple attributes, one of which is a class label. The objective of classi cation is to process the DETAIL table and produce a classi er, which contains a description model for each class. The models will be used to classify future data for which the class labels are unknown see 6, 24, 23, 7 . A simple illustration of training data is shown in Table 1 . The examples reect the past experience of an organization extending credit. From those examples, we can generate the classi er shown in Figure 1 .
Although memory and CPU prices are plunging, the volume of data available for analysis is immense and getting larger. We may not assume that the data are memory-resident. Hence, an important research problem is to develop accurate classi cation algorithms that are scalable with respect to I O and parallelism. Accuracy is known to be domain-speci c e.g., insurance fraud, target marketing. However, the problem of scalability for large amounts of data is more amenable to a general solution. A classi cation algorithm should scale well; that is, the classi cation algorithm should work well even if the training set is huge and vastly over ows the internal memory. In Table 1 data mining applications, it is common to have training sets with several million examples. It is observed in 21 that previously known classi cation algorithms do not scale. Random sampling is often an e ective technique in dealing with large data sets. For simple applications whose inherent structures are not very complex, this approach is e cient and gives good results. However, in our case, we do not favor random sampling for two main reasons:
1. In general, choosing the proper sample size is still an open question. The following factors must be taken into account:
The training set size. The convergence of the algorithm. Usually, many iterations are needed to process the sampling data and re ne the solution. It's very di cult to estimate how fast the algorithm will give a satisfactory solution.
The complexity of the model. The best known theoretical upper bounds on sample size suggest that the training set size may need to be immense to assure good accuracy 12, 1 9 . 2. In many real applications, customers insist that all data, not just a sample of the data, must be processed. Since the data are usually obtained from valuable resources at considerable expense, they should be used as a whole throughout the analysis. Therefore, designing a scalable classi er may be necessary or preferable, although we can always use random sampling in places where it is appropriate.
In 21, 25, 16 , data access for classi cation follows a record at a time" access paradigm. Scalability is addressed individually for each operating system, hardware platform, and architecture. In this paper, we introduce the MIND MINing in Databases classi er. MIND rephrases classi cation as a classic database problem of summarization and analysis thereof. MIND leverages the extended relational calculus SQL, an industry standard, by reducing the solution to novel manipulations of SQL 1 statements embedded in a small program written in C.
MIND scales, as long as the database primitives it uses scale. We can follow the recommendations in 1, 20 that numerical data be discretized so that each attribute has a reasonable number of distinct values. If so, operations like histogram formation, which h a ve a signi cant impact on performance, can be done in a linear number of I Os, usually requiring one, but never more than two passes over the DETAIL table 29 . Without the discretization, the I O performance bound has an extra factor that is logarithmic but fortunately with a very large base M=B, which i s the number of disk blocks that can t in the internal memory.
One advantage of our approach is that its implementation is easy. We have implemented MIND as a stored procedure, a common feature in modern DBMSs. In addition, since most modern database servers have v ery strong parallel query processing capabilities, MIND runs in parallel at no extra cost. A salient feature of MIND and one reason for its eciency is its ability to do classi cation without any update to the DETAIL table.
We analyze and compare the I O complexities of MIND and the previous method of choice, the interesting method called SPRINT 25 . Our theoretical analysis and experimental results show that MIND scales well whereas SPRINT can exhibit quadratic I O times.
We describe our MIND algorithm in the next section. The database implementation of our algorithm is described in Section 3. A theoretical performance analysis is given in Section 4. In Section 5, we present our experimental results. We make concluding remarks in Section 6.
2 The Algorithm 2.1 Overview A decision tree classi er is built in two phases: a growth phase and a pruning phase. In the growth phase, the tree is built by recursively partitioning the data until each partition is either pure" all members belong to the same class or su ciently small according to a parameter set by the user. The form of the split used to partition the data depends upon the type of the attribute used in the split. Splits for a numerical attribute A are of the form valueA x, where x i s a v alue in the domain of A. Splits for a categorical attribute A are of the form valueA 2 S, where S is a subset of domainA. We consider only binary splits as in 21, 25 for purpose of comparisons. After the tree has been fully grown, it is pruned to remove noise in order to obtain the nal tree classi er.
The tree growth phase is computationally much more expensive than the subsequent pruning phase. The tree growth phase accesses the training set or DETAIL table multiple times, whereas the pruning phase only needs to access the fully grown decision tree. We therefore focus on the tree growth phase. The following pseudo-code gives an overview of our algorithm: for each non-STOP leaf do get the overall best split for it; partition the records and grow the tree for one more level according to the best splits; mark all small or pure leaves as STOP nodes; return T; 2.2 Leaf node list data structure A powerful method called SLIQ was proposed in 21 as a semi-scalable classi cation algorithm. The key data structure used in SLIQ is a class list whose size is linear in the number of examples in the training set. The fact that the class list must be memoryresident puts a hard limitation on the size of the training set that SLIQ can handle.
GrowTreeTrainingSet
In the improved SPRINT classi cation algorithm 25 , new data structures attribute list and histogram are proposed. Although it is not necessary for the attribute list data structure to be memoryresident, the histogram data structure must be in memory to insure good performance. To perform the split in 25 , a hash table whose size is linear in the number of examples of the training set is used. When the hash table is too large to t in memory, splitting is done in multiple steps, and SPRINT does not scale well.
In our MIND classi er, the information we need to evaluate the split and perform the partition is stored as a many to one function, registered with the objectrelational database manager. When the function is evaluated on a record, it returns the partition number. This is the key reason for I O reduction, e cient classi cation and update elimination.
We de ne a data structure that is a representation of the growing classi cation tree. We assign a unique number to each n o d e in the tree. When loading the training data into the database, imagine the addition of a hypothetical column leaf num to each r o w. For each training example, leaf num will always indicate which leaf node in the current tree it belongs to. When the tree grows, the leaf num value changes to indicate that the record is moved to a new node by applying a split. A static array called LNL leaf node list is used to relate the leaf num value in the relation to the number assigned to the corresponding node in the tree.
To insure the performance of our algorithm, LNL is the only data structure that needs to be memoryresident. The size of LNL is equal to the number of nodes in the tree, so LNL can always be stored in memory.
Computing the gini index
A splitting index is used to choose from alternative splits for each node. Several splitting indices have recently been proposed. We use the gini index, originally proposed in 6 and used in 21, 25 , because it gives acceptable accuracy. The accuracy of our classier is therefore the same as those in 21, 2 5 .
For a data set S containing N examples from C classes, giniS is de ned as
where p i is the relative frequency of class i in S. If a split divides S into two subset S 1 and S 2 , with sizes N 1 and N 2 respectively, the gini index of the divided data gini split S is given by
The attribute containing the split point achieving the smallest gini index value is then chosen to split the node 6 . Computing the gini index is the most expensive part of the algorithm since nding the best split for a node requires evaluating the gini index value for each attribute at each possible split point.
The training examples are stored in a relational database system using a table with the following schema: DETAILattr 1 , attr 2 , . . . , attr n , class, leaf num, where attr i is the ith attribute, for 1 i n, class is the classifying attribute, and leaf num denotes which leaf in the classi cation tree the record belongs to. 1 In actuality leaf num can be computed from the rest of the attributes in the record and does not need to be stored explicitly. As the tree grows, the leaf num value of each record in the training set keeps changing. Because leaf num is a computed attribute, the DETAIL table is never updated, a key reason why MIND is e cient for relational databases. We denote the cardinality o f the class label set by C, the number of the examples in the training set by N, and the number of attributes not including class label by n.
Database Implementation of MIND
To emphasize how easily MIND is embeddable in a conventional database system using SQL and its accompanying optimizations, we describe our MIND components using SQL.
Numerical attributes
For every level of the tree and for each attribute attr i , w e recreate the dimension The new operator forms multiple groupings concurrently and may allow further RDBMS query optimization.
Since such an operator is not supported, we make use of the object extensions in DB2, the user-de ned function udf 27, 8 , 1 5 , which is another reason why MIND is e cient. User-de ned functions are used for association in 3 . An external udf is a function that is written by a user in a host programming language. The CREATE FUNCTION statement for an external function tells the system where to nd the code that implements the function. In MIND we use a udf to accumulate the dimension tables for all attributes in one pass over DETAIL.
After populating DIM i , w e e v aluate the gini index value for each leaf node at each possible split value of the attribute i by performing a series of SQL operations that only involve accessing DIM i .
For Table MIN GINI now contains the best split value and the corresponding gini index value for each leaf node of the tree with respect to attr i . The table formation query has a nested subquery in it. The performance and optimization of such queries are studied in 5, 23, 1 3 .
We repeat the above procedure for all other attributes. At the end, the best split value for each leaf node with respect to all attributes will be collected in We generate relation S k OUT from S k IN in a manner similar to how w e generate DOWN from UP. Then we treat S k IN and S k OUT exactly as DOWN and UP for numerical attribute in order to compute the gini index for each k-set split.
A simple observation is that we don't need to evaluate all the subsets. We only need to compute the k-sets for k = 1 , 2 , . . . , bm=2c and thus save time. For large m, greedy heuristics are often used to restrict search.
Partitioning
Once the best split attribute and value have been found for a leaf, the leaf is split into two children. If leaf num is stored explicitly as an attribute in DETAIL, then the following UPDATE performs the split for each leaf: UPDATE DETAIL SET leaf num = Partitionattr 1 ; : : : ; attr n ; class; leaf num The user-de ned function Partition is as follows: Partitionrecord r
Use the leaf num value of r to locate the tree node n that r belongs to; Get the best split from node n; Apply the split to r, grow a new child of n if necessary; Return a new leaf num according the result of the split; However, leaf num is not a stored attribute in DETAIL because updating the whole relation DETAIL is expensive. We observe that Partition is merely applying the current tree to the original training set. We avoid the update by replacing leaf num by function Partition in the statement forming DIM i . If DETAIL is stored on non-updatable tapes, this solution is required. It is important to note that once the dimension tables are created, the gini index computation for all leaves involves only dimension tables.
Performance Analysis
Building classi ers for large training sets is an I O bound application. In this section we analyze the I O complexity of both MIND and SPRINT and compare their performances.
As we described in Section 2.1, the classi cation algorithm iteratively does two main operations: computing the splitting index in our case, the gini index and performing the partition. SPRINT 25 forms an attribute list projection of the DETAIL table for each attribute. In order to reduce the cost of computing the gini index, SPRINT presorts each attribute list and maintains the sorted order throughout the course of the algorithm. However, the use of attribute lists complicates the partitioning operation. When updating the leaf information for the entries in an attribute list corresponding to some attribute that is not the splitting attribute, there is no local information available to determine how the entries should be partitioned. A hash table whose size is linear in the number of training examples that reach the node is repeatedly queried by random access to determine how the entries should be partitioned. In large data mining applications, the hash table is therefore not memoryresident, and several extra I O passes may be needed, resulting in highly nonlinear performance.
MIND avoids the external memory thrashing during the partitioning phase by the use of dimension tables DIM i that are formed while the DETAIL table, consisting of all the training examples, is streamed through memory. In practice, the dimension tables will likely t in memory, as they are much smaller than the DETAIL table, and often preprocessing is done by discretizing the examples to make the number of distinct attribute values small. While vertical partitioning of DETAIL may also be used to compute the dimension tables in linear time, we show that it is not a must. Data in and data archived from commercial databases are mostly in row major order. The layout does not appear to hinder the performance.
If the dimension tables cannot t in memory, they can be formed by sorting in linear time, if we make the weak assumption that M=B c D=B for some Table 2 : Parameters used in analysis grouping operator proposed in Section 3.1 and with appropriate query optimization, or by appropriate restructuring of the SQL operations. The dimension tables themselves are used in a stream fashion when forming the UP and DOWN relations. The running time of the algorithm thus scales linearly in practice with the training set size. Now let's turn to the detailed analysis of the I O complexity of both algorithms. We will use the parameters in Table 2 all sizes are measured in bytes in our analysis.
Each record in DETAIL has n attribute values of size r a , plus a class label that we assume takes one byte. Thus we h a ve r = nr a + 1 . For simplicity w e regard r a as some unit size and thus r = On. Each entry in a dimension table consists of one node number, one attribute value, one class label and one count. The largest node number is 2 L , and it can therefore be stored in L bits, which for simplicity we assume can t in one word of memory. Typically L is on the order of 10 20. If desired, we can rid ourselves of this assumption on L by rearranging DETAIL or a copy of DETAIL so that no leaf num eld is needed in the dimension tables, but in practice this is not needed.
The largest count i s N, s o r d = Olog N. Counts are used to record multiple instances of a common value in a compressed way, so they always take less space than the original records they represent. We t h us have D k minfnN; V C2 k r d g: 3 In practice, the second expression in the min term is typically the smaller one, but in our worst-case expressions below w e will often bound D k by nN. In the case when not all dimension tables t in memory at the same time, but each individual dimension Now let's consider the worst case in which some individual dimension tables do not t in memory. We employ a merge-sort process. An interesting point i s that the merge sort process here is di erent from the traditional one: After several passes in the merge sort, the lengths of the runs will not increase anymore; they are upper bounded by the numberofrows in the nal dimension table, whose size, although too large to t the pre-sorting of all attribute lists and the constructing searching of the corresponding hash tables during partition. Since we are dealing with a very large DETAIL table, it is unrealistic to assume that N is small enough to allow hash tables to be stored in memory. Actually those hash tables need to be stored on disk and brought into memory during the partition phase. It is true that hash tables will become smaller at deeper levels and thus t in memory, but at the early levels they are very large; for example, the hash table at level 0 has N entries. 
Experimental Results
There are two important metrics to evaluate the quality of a classi er: classi cation accuracy and classi cation time. We compare our results with those of SLIQ 21 and SPRINT 25 . For brevity, we include only SPRINT in this paper; comparisons showing the improvement of SPRINT over SLIQ are given in 25 . Unlike SLIQ and SPRINT, we use the classical database methodology of summarization. Like SLIQ and SPRINT, we use the same metric gini index to choose the best split for each node, we grow our tree in a breadth-rst fashion, and we prune it using the same pruning algorithm. Our classi er therefore generates a decision tree identical to the one produced by 21, 2 5 for the same training set, which facilitates meaningful comparisons of run time. The accuracy of SPRINT and SLIQ is discussed in 21, 2 5 , where it is argued that the accuracy is su cient.
For our scaling experiments, we ran our prototype on large data sets. The main cost of our algorithm is that we need to access DETAIL n times n is the number of attributes for each level of the tree growth due to the absence of the multiple GROUP BY operator in the current SQL standard. We recommend that future DBMSs support the multiple GROUP BY operator so that DETAIL will be accessed only once regardless of the number of attributes. In our current working prototype, this is done by using user-de ned function as we described in Section 3.1.
Owing to the lack of a classi cation benchmark, we used the synthetic database proposed in 2 . In Our experiments were conducted on an IBM RS 6000 workstation running AIX level 4.1.3. and DB2 version 2.1.1. We used training sets with sizes ranging from 0.5 million to 5 million records. The relative response time and response time per example are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. Figure 2 hints that our algorithm achieves linear scalability with respect to the training set size. Figure 3 shows that the time per example curve stays at when the training set size increases. The corresponding curve for 25 appears to be growing slightly on the largest cases. Figure 4 is the performance comparison between MIND and SPRINT. MIND ran on a processor with a slightly slower clock rate. We can see that MIND performs better than SPRINT does even in the range where SPRINT scales well, and MIND continues to scale well as the data sets get larger.
We also ran MIND on an IBM multiprocessor SP2 computer system. Figure 5 shows the parallel speedup of MIND.
Another interesting measurement w e obtained from uniprocessor execution is that accessing DETAIL to form the dimension tables for all attributes takes 93 96 of the total execution time. To achieve linear of MIND, it is done by user-de ned function with a scratch-pad accessible from multiple processors.
Conclusions
The MIND algorithm solves the problem of classication within the relational database manager and reduces it I O complexity signi cantly. Our performance measurements show that MIND demonstrates scalability with respect to the number of examples in training sets and the number of parallel processors. We believe MIND is the rst classi er to successfully run on datasets of N = 5 million examples on a uniprocessor and yet demonstrate e ectively nonincreasing response time per example as a function of N. It also runs faster than previous algorithms on le systems.
There are four reasons why MIND is fast, exhibits excellent scalability, and is able to handle data sets larger than those tackled before:
1. MIND rephrases the data mining function classi cation as a classic DBMS problem of summarization and analysis thereof. 2. MIND avoids any update to the DETAIL table of examples using the object extension of DB2. This is of signi cant practical interest; for example, imagine DETAIL having billions of rows. 3. In the absence of a multiple concurrent grouping SQL operator, MIND takes advantage of the userde ned function capability of DB2 to achieve the equivalent functionality and the resultant performance gain. 4. Parallelism of MIND is obtained at little or no extra cost because the RDBMS parallelizes SQL queries.
